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Preface
Saskatoon Summer Players has over 50 years of productions under its belt. You might think that there is
nothing left for our organization to learn, but rest assured that we will never be done learning which is
part of what makes theatre so exciting!
Theatre is an old art form, but like everything else it is always evolving and changing. When you read
through this manual, we ask that you leave behind all of your assumptions about the way things “should”
work or “how things have always been done,” and embrace the new approach outlined in this manual.
This revised manual was created with the following goals in mind:
o

To ensure the safety of all involved with SSP productions

o

To produce high quality musical theatre productions

o

To give local musical theatre lovers a chance to get involved behind the scenes and on the stage,
based on financial and human resources available within the organization

o

To build healthy, solid and consistent working relationships with SSP’s suppliers, patrons, and the
local theatre community

o

To have fun

Thank you for approaching this with an open mind. On behalf of the SSP Board and Staff, we hope that
you enjoy volunteering with SSP and thank you in advance for all that you will do to make the next SSP
production a show that we can all be proud of!
Sincerely,
SSP Board of Directors & Staff
GM Email: gm@saskatoonsummerplayers.ca
SSP Office Telephone: 306.380.5638
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Key Information about Saskatoon Summer Players
Our Background:
Founded in 1964, Saskatoon Summer Players Incorporated (SSP) is a non-profit and registered charitable
organization that specializes in musical theatre production. It creates opportunities for our volunteers to
train, to perform and to produce musical theatre of high quality. The revenue generated from ticket sales,
donations, sponsorships and fundraising activities helps to cover expenditures for show productions,
capital equipment purchases and year round operational cost.
Our Governance:
SSP is governed by a Board of Directors that is elected by the SSP membership at our annual general
meeting. Our current directors can be found on our website.
Our Staff:
SSP currently employs 2 part-time staff members. As these staff members are part-time, we respectfully
ask volunteers to keep this in mind when making requests around production times. Our staff members
are committed to maintaining the day-to-day administration of our organization, future planning, and
supporting SSP volunteers, but they are not available on a full-time basis.
Our Office:
The administration office for SSP is located at Studio 914. Our mailing address is:
914 20th Street W
Saskatoon, SK S7M 0Y4
Our Online Presence:
You can find information about SSP online at the following locations:
Website: www.saskatoonsummerplayers.ca
Facebook: www.facebook.com/SaskatoonSummerPlayers
Twitter: @saskatoonsummer
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Chain of Communication
Communication can be a frequent issue on SSP productions. Often, information is not conveyed to the
right people, or no one is clear on whose job it is to pass on the information, so it is either a) communicated
by several people or b) not communicated at all. When working on SSP productions, please follow the
communication chain outlined below. By doing so, we ensure that all necessary parties are informed.
This chart outlines who is your “go to person” if you have questions. The person one level above will be
your primary contact (e.g. a cast has questions about dancing would contact the Choreographer first
before the Director). Similarly, the person at an upper level is responsible to convey information one level
down (e.g. the Director explains the artistic vision to the department heads).
The Volunteer Coordinator helps to recruit volunteers for the production teams at various levels and pass
on info about volunteer appreciation activities to everyone. However, the Volunteer Coordinator is not
responsible to convey artistic or logistical information in relation to the Production.
Board of Directors

General Manager
Volunteer Coordinator
Director

Production Manager

Vocal Coach

Music Director

Choreographer

Stage Manager

Department Heads

Musician
s

Cast Members

Production Volunteers & Assistants

*Department Heads include: Set Designer, Head of Set Construction, Head of Scenic Painting and Set
Finishing, Props Master, Lighting Designer, Sound Designer, Costume Designer, Head of Wardrobe, Head
of Hair & Make-Up, and Front of House Manager.
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Roles at a Glance
It is important to know not only what your role in the production is, but what roles and responsibilities
other are filling as well. Below is a brief overview of what each member of the organization does and
doesn’t do, with regards to each production.
Role:

What They Do:

What They Don’t Do:

Board of Directors

Creates and approves policies and
procedures, approves budgets,
manages senior staff members, future
planning for the organization

Participates in the day-to-day
operations of the organization or in
key roles on productions

General Manager

Manages the day-to-day operations of
the organization including overseeing
staff, the Director and the Production
Manager, negotiates ongoing
agreements with media outlets, other
organizations and vendors, and
manages portions of the Production
budget

Participates in the artistic side of the
productions

Volunteer
Coordinator

Maintains a database of past, present
and potential volunteers and works
with the Production Manager to
ensure volunteers are placed and all
necessary paperwork is signed,
organizes volunteer appreciation
activities

Tracks down volunteers at the last
minute

Production
Manager
(formerly known as
Producer)

Acts as a representative of SSP
overseeing the day-to-day logistical
operations of the Production and its
budget

Participates in artistic decisions with
regards to the Production, manages
portions of the production budget
that are the responsibility of the GM:
marketing and media campaigns, sign
long-term or re-occurring contracts
such as show licensing, venue rental,
equipment rental, hiring of musicians
or other professionals, etc.

Director

Oversees all artistic decisions as they
relate to the Production and sets the
artistic tone for the Production

Makes financial decisions or enter into
financial agreements with vendors or
other organization without first
obtaining approval from the
Production Manager, runs marketing
campaigns
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Music Director

Oversees and coordinates the musical
portion of the Production while
collaborating with the Director,
manages orchestra conductor (if
applicable) and musicians

Overrules artistic decisions made by
the Director, hire musicians, enters
into financial agreements with
vendors or other organizations
without first obtaining approval from
the Production Manager, run
marketing and media campaigns

Vocal Coach
(Choral Director)

Leads choral work and coaching of
soloists under the direction of Music
Director and Director

Overrules artistic decisions made by
the Director, hire musicians, enters
into financial agreements with
vendors or other organizations
without first obtaining approval from
the Production Manager, run
marketing and media campaigns

Choreographer

Oversees and coordinates the dance
portion of the Production while
collaborating with the Director

Overrules artistic decisions made by
the Director, hire dancers, enters into
financial agreements with vendors or
other organizations without first
obtaining approval from the
Production Manager, run marketing
and media campaigns

Stage Manager

Responsible for everyone involved
with the Production (in particular the
cast members) and everything
involved with the Production all of the
time, hands on involvement with the
day-to-day aspects of the Production
including rehearsal scheduling, and
communication with cast and crew
members

Overrules artistic decisions made by
the Director, makes financial decisions
or enters into financial agreements
with vendors or other organizations
without first obtaining approval from
the Production Manager, run
marketing and media campaigns

Department Heads
(Set Design, Set
Construction,
Scenic Painting and
Set Finishing, Props
Master, Lighting
Design, Sound
Design, Costume
Design, Head of
Wardrobe, Hair
and Make-Up)

Oversees and coordinates their
designated department while
collaborating with the Director to
achieve the Director’s vision, manage
volunteers within their department

Overrules artistic decisions made by
the Director, enters into financial
agreements with vendors without first
obtaining approval from the
Production Manager, run marketing
and media campaigns
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Cast Members

Attends rehearsals and performances,
memorizes lines/music/dance, assist
Department Heads

Musicians

Attends rehearsals and performances,
learns music, assist Department
Heads

Production
Volunteers and
Assistants

Works with their designated
Production Member to prepare for
the production

Overrules decisions made by the
Production Manager, Director, Music
Director, Choreographer, and Stage
Manager
Overrules decisions made by the
Production Manager, Director, Music
Director, Stage Manager and/or
Choreographer
Makes financial decisions or enters
into financial agreements with
vendors, or other organizations
without first obtaining approval from
their Production Member, run
marketing and media campaigns

Everyone involved in the Production is expected to behave in a professional manner, follow policies
and procedures governing SSP. Everyone is expected to purchase an SSP Membership prior to
beginning work on the Production.
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Board of Directors (Volunteers)
Elected by the SSP Membership, the Board of Directors plays an integral role in ensuring that SSP can
continue to produce high quality musical theatre for those living in and around Saskatoon. That said, the
Board has limited involvement on any given production.
How is the Board involved with the Production?
o

The Board appoints a Show Selection and Coordination Committee which makes
recommendations to the Board as to what productions should be produced in the next season.
The Board then approves the recommendations or in rare circumstance, overrules the decision of
Show Selection and Coordination Committee. During the show selection process, the Committee
take into account a number of factors, such as resources available with the organizations; the
variety, quality, marketability and feasibility of the shows; and input from its members.

o

Once the shows have been selected, the Board reviews the budget for the production which is
prepared by the General Manager. After reviewing the budget, and asking the General Manager
for further information if necessary, the Board then approves the budget, or requests that the
General Manager makes alterations.

o

If a major problem arises during the Production which the Production Manager and the General
Manager cannot resolve (i.e. harassment, safety concerns, etc.), the Board is made aware of the
problem by the General Manager. The Board will then resolve the matter in an appropriate
manner. Decisions made by the Board is considered as final.

o

Board members (or GM) attend audition sessions as an independent observer as per Audition
Policy (Appendix A).

o

Board Members are not permitted to bring anyone who is not involved with the Production
backstage or to rehearsals without first obtaining permission from the SM.

o

Board Members should not generate their own promotional materials (i.e. handbills or posters)
for the Production for distribution.

Can Board Members participate in the Production?
Board Members are permitted to participate in productions, but in a limited capacity. For more
information on how Board Members can participate in productions, please see Appendix A (Audition
Policy) and Appendix B (Board Involvement in Production Policy).
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Show Selection and Coordination Committee (Volunteers & Staff)
In the absence of an Artistic Director, SSP relies on a group of individuals known as the Show Selection &
Coordination Committee (SSCC) to provide the artistic leadership for the organization. The committee
consists of board members, the GM and may include other SSP production volunteers.
How is the Show Selection & Coordination Committee involved in the Production?
o

The SSCC makes recommendations to the Board of Directors regarding which productions SSP
should produce in the upcoming season.

o

After the GM posts a call for Directors and Productions Managers, the SSCC reviews applications,
may meet with applicants and makes recommendations for these positions to the Board for
approval.

o

The SSCC is not permitted to bring anyone who is not involved with the Production backstage or
to rehearsals without first obtaining permission from the SM.

o

The SSCC should not generate their own promotional materials (i.e. handbills or posters) for the
Production for distribution.

How does the Board decide who can sit on the Show Selection and Coordination Committee?
The General Manager will always sit on the SSCC because s/he needs to ensure the financial viability of
SSP year after year, and is involved in the production aspects of the organization.
Other committee members are selected based on their history in the artistic community, familiarity with
SSP, while ensuring there is no conflict of interest. No one on the SSCC is eligible to be a Director or
Production Manager in the upcoming season.
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General Manager (Staff, part-time)
Although the General Manager (GM) is a recent addition to SSP, the GM plays an important role in the
day-to-day operations of the organization and in particular on SSP productions.
How is the GM involved with the Production?
o

After consulting the Production Manager and the Director (whenever possible), the GM creates
the budget for the Production and directly oversees certain aspects of the budget including, but
not limited to:


Publicity & Marketing



Show Venue



Royalties and Script Rental Fees



SOCAN



Box Office Fees



Technicians



Musicians



Honorariums & Cast Party

o

The GM reports to the Board on the progress of the Production from pre-production, to rehearsal,
to performance, to wrap up. At the end of the Production, the GM presents the Board with a final
report which includes the financial outcomes of the Production.

o

The GM enters into and manages long term agreements with other organizations, media outlets,
and vendors.

o

The GM manages and coordinates the publicity for the Production.

o

The GM issues payments to vendors and ensures all accounts are paid in a timely fashion.

o

The GM attends production meetings regularly.

o

The GM works closely with the Production Manager to monitor the management of all production
personnel, and the budget for the Production.

o

The GM (or Board members) attend audition sessions as an independent observer as per Audition
Policy (Appendix A).

o

The GM will attend the first rehearsal for the Production and may attend rehearsals from timeto-time as an observer. The GM will only offer artistic feedback to the Director when the Director
requests it. That said, if the GM observes something in the production that may be cause for
concern (i.e. the safety of a volunteer or contractor, questionable moral behaviour), the GM will
address the issue with the appropriate department and the Production Manager. If the issue is
not resolved to the GM’s satisfaction, the GM will present the concern to the Board who may
choose to take further action.

o

The GM assists the Production Manager to resolve violations of SSP policies and procedures.
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o

The GM is not permitted to bring anyone who is not involved with the Production backstage or to
rehearsals without first obtaining permission from the SM.

Who Does the GM Supervise?
o

Production Manager

o

Director

o

Volunteer Coordinator
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Volunteer Coordinator (Staff, part-time)
The Volunteer Coordinator (VC) is a new position with SSP, and as such the role and responsibilities are
still evolving.
How is the VC involved with the Production?
o

The VC assists the Production Manager with recruiting volunteers to fill production roles.

o

The VC assists Production team members with recruiting assistants and other production
volunteers.

o

The VC maintains a database of past, present and potential SSP volunteers which can be used to
find production volunteers and Department Heads.

o

The VC ensures that all SSP waivers and consent forms are signed by all volunteers PRIOR to
beginning work on a production.

o

The VC coordinates and manages SSP training workshops and mentorships for volunteers.

o

The VC attends production meetings whenever possible.

o

The VC coordinates and manages volunteer appreciation activities and honorariums.

o

The VC will ensure that all applicable volunteers have paid their SSP membership fees prior to
beginning work on the Production.

o

The VC distributes complimentary tickets to all applicable volunteers of the Production.

o

The VC is not permitted to bring anyone who is not involved with the Production backstage or to
rehearsals without first obtaining permission from the SM.

Who Does the VC Supervise?
o

All SSP Volunteers
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Production Manager (Volunteer)
The Production Manager (PM) was formerly known as the Producer. SSP has elected to change the title
so that it more accurately reflects the reality of the position and the terminology widely used in Canadian
Theatre.
What skills should a PM have?
o

Work well in a collaborative environment

o

Communicate effectively

o

Detail oriented

o

Organized

o

Manage people (especially volunteers) in a respectful, courteous and effective manner

How is the PM involved with the Production?
o

The PM acts as a representative of SSP, ensuring that SSP procedures and policies are followed,
and that the production stays within the Board approved budget.

o

While neither reports to the other, the PM maintains good communication with the Director.

o

In consultation with the Director, the General Manager and/or the Volunteer Coordinator, the PM
will recruit Department Heads, including, but not limited to:

o



Music Director



Vocal Coach



Choreographer



Stage Manager



Set Designer



Head of Set Construction



Head of Scenic Painting and Set Finishing



Props Master



Lighting Designer



Sound Designer



Costume Designer



Head of Wardrobe



Hair and Make-up Designer



Front of House Manager

In consultation with the Director, Stage Manager and the GM, the PM will create the production
schedule.
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o

In consultation with the Director and the GM, the PM coordinates the arrangements for the
auditions with regards to venue, notification, necessary publicity, etc.

o

The PM will closely monitor the day-to-day finances of the production, and provide frequent
updates to the GM. The exact schedule of the updates is to be determined with the GM.

o

The PM is responsible for managing the Production budget (with the exception of those
departments directly overseen by the GM) provided by the GM. The PM is permitted to move
money between departments which s/he manages without first obtaining the permission of the
GM.

o

The PM will follow the accounting and reimbursement system determined by the GM.

o

All Production expenses must be approved by the GM or the PM prior to purchase. In a timely
manner, the PM will submit all Production receipts and/or bills to the GM for
reimbursement/payment.

o

The PM will communicate regularly with the rehearsal venue(s) representatives to arrange
specific logistics with regards to dates, times, etc. and will be sure to communicate that
information to the Stage Manager in a timely fashion.

o

The PM will run the auditions with regards to scheduling specific audition times with individuals,
arranging necessary volunteers (in consultation with the Volunteer Coordinator), ensuring that all
necessary documents are completed, signed and filed, making hard copies of audition materials
available and ensuring the audition space is left in a manner that is appropriate.

o

The PM will contact individuals who were selected and not selected as cast members of the
Production following their auditions as per the Audition Policy (Appendix A).

o

The PM will arrange for scripts and musical scores to be distributed and collected according to
SSP policies outlined in the Cast Policy (Appendix C).

o

The PM will schedule and chair all Production meetings.

o

The PM will attend the first rehearsal and dress rehearsal. The PM may attend other rehearsals
from time-to-time as an observer. The PM will only offer artistic feedback to the Director when
the Director requests it. That said, if the PM observes something in the production that may be
cause for concern (i.e. the safety of a volunteer or contractor, questionable moral behaviour), the
PM will address the issue with the appropriate department, the Stage Manager, and the Director.
If the issue is not resolved to the PM’s satisfaction, the PM will present the concern to the GM
who may choose to take further action.

o

If a concern arises that is causes a conflict amongst the Artistic Team and/or the Department
Heads, the PM will work with all parties involved to resolve the issue.

o

The PM will work closely with the Stage Manager to coordinate moving the Production from the
rehearsal venue to the performance venue. Likewise, the PM will work closely with the Stage
Manager to coordinate the strike of the Production including the storage of costumes, set, and
prop pieces.

o

The PM works with the VC to ensure SSP membership fees are paid by all involved in the
Production.

o

The PM may be asked by the GM to assist with the promotion of the show and participate in public
activities outside of the Production in order to help promote SSP and the Production.
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o

Prior to any items being put up for sale following the production, the PM will receive approval
from the GM to sell selected items. Under no circumstances is the PM to give away or sell SSP
property without the GM’s approval.

o

Following the completion of the run, the PM will ensure all necessary receipts and paperwork are
submitted to the GM in a timely fashion, making sure to note any outstanding bills that the GM
can expect to receive. The timeline is to be determined by the GM.

o

Following the completion of the run, the PM will ensure that the Department Heads have returned
any rented or borrowed materials/equipment in a timely fashion.

o

Following the completion of the run, the PM offers feedback to the GM through a mutually agreed
upon means and in a timely fashion.

o

The PM is not permitted to bring anyone who is not involved with the Production backstage or to
rehearsals without first obtaining permission from the SM.

o

The PM should not generate his/her own promotional materials (i.e. handbills or posters) for the
Production for distribution.

Who Does the PM Supervise?
o

Music Director

o

Stage Manager

o

Department Heads

o

Assistant Production Managers
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Director (Volunteer)
While keeping in mind the limitations of the budget and the venue, the Director provides the artistic
leadership for the Production.
What skills should a Director have?
o

Provide leadership in a collaborative environment

o

See the big picture

o

Communicate and coordinate effectively with cast members, musicians, department heads and
other production volunteers

o

Understand the realities of working in community theatre

o

Manage people (especially volunteers) in a respectful, courteous and effective manner

How is the Director involved with the Production?
o

The Director oversees all artistic decisions as they relate to the Production and sets the artistic
tone for the Production.

o

The Director works closely with the Department Heads to clearly communicate his/her artistic
vision for the show, providing direction for each department, and attending department
meetings/fittings as necessary.

o

The Director works within the policies and protocols established by SSP with regards to budget,
and auditions.

o

While neither reports to the other, the Director maintains good communication with the PM.

o

The Director attends all production meetings.

o

The Director analyzes and interprets the script and the musical score (in consultation with the
Music Director).

o

The Director offers feedback to the PM on who they think would be best suited for the following
positions, prior to the PM offering the positions to individuals:


Music Director



Vocal Coach



Choreographer



Stage Manager



Set Designer



Head of Set Construction



Head of Scenic Painting and Set Finishing



Props Master



Lighting Designer



Sound Designer
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Costume Designer



Hair and Make-up Designer



Front of House Manager

o

The Director consults with the PM on the production schedule prior to it be finalized.

o

The Director conducts auditions and makes casting decisions with input from other members of
the artistic team as per the Audition Policy (Appendix A).

o

The Director conducts rehearsals, prepares detailed notes for the cast members, musicians,
artistic team and Department Heads.

o

The Director works closely with the Stage Manager to ensure the needs of the Production are
communicated clearly to all production departments.

o

The Director attends all rehearsals, the preview performance, and the opening night
performance.

o

The Director may be asked to assist with the promotion of the show and participate in public
activities outside of the Production in order to help promote SSP and the Production.

o

While it is not required, the Director can attend other performances of the Production (tickets
permitting) if pre-arranged with the VC.

o

Following the completion of the run, the Director offers feedback to the GM through a mutually
agreed upon means and in a timely fashion.

o

The Director is not permitted to bring anyone who is not involved with the Production backstage
or to rehearsals without first obtaining permission from the SM.

o

The Director should not generate his/her own promotional materials (i.e. handbills or posters) for
the Production for distribution.

Who Does the Director Supervise?
o

Music Director

o

Choreographer

o

Stage Manager

o

Department Heads

o

Cast Members

o

Assistant Directors
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Stage Manager (Volunteer)
In short, the Stage Manager (SM) is responsible for everyone and everything throughout rehearsals and
performances. The SM oversees the cast, technicians, and production personnel at the theatre. It’s a big
job, but a very rewarding and critically important one as well.
What skills should a Stage Manager have?
o

Detail oriented

o

Can wrangle a large number of people (primarily volunteers) in a respectful, courteous and
effective manner

o

Reliable, punctual, responsible and consistent

o

Excellent multi-tasker

o

Don’t mind attending rehearsals & performances early, and staying a bit late

How is the Stage Manager involved with the Production?
o

The SM attends every rehearsal, performance and production meeting. If the SM is unable to
make the occasional meeting or rehearsal, s/he may designate another member of the SM team
to attend the event on his/her behalf.

o

The SM is responsible for ensuring the health and safety of the cast members, musicians, and
other production volunteers.

o

The SM works closely with the Director to schedule rehearsals (including which performers to call)
and ensures that rehearsals begin on time, end on time, and stay focused.

o

The SM releases cast members when they are no longer needed at rehearsal.

o

Following the initial role offers, which is done by the PM, the SM is the source for mass
communication with the cast members, artistic team, and Department Heads. For example: It is
the SM who forwards the Director’s notes from the previous rehearsal to the necessary parties.
Likewise, if someone is unable to attend a scheduled rehearsal they should contact the SM.

o

The SM creates and maintains the Production contact list, in consultation with the PM.

o

The SM ensures that the rehearsal space is prepared (i.e. cleaned and set up) for the scheduled
rehearsal start time, and that it is returned to a proper state at the end of rehearsal.

o

The SM may be asked to provide the GM and PM with rehearsal reports (template provided by
SSP), and daily show reports (template provided by SSP).

o

The SM stays in constant communication with all Department Heads by providing them with
regular updates and rehearsal reports.

o

The SM creates and maintains the Production bible.

o

During rehearsal, the SM records the blocking in the Production bible and provides cues as
necessary.

o

The SM works with the Costume Designer to schedule costume fittings.
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o

Should there be a need to talk with a cast member, member of the artistic team or member of
the production team about their recent absences or inappropriate behaviour, it is the
responsibility of the SM.

o

The SM works closely with the PM to coordinate moving the Production from the rehearsal venue
to the performance venue. Likewise, the SM works closely with the PM to coordinate the strike
of the Production including the storage of costumes, set, and prop pieces.

o

The SM is responsible for coordinating all of the technical aspects of the Production once the
Production has relocated to the performance venue, including, but not limited to the cue-to-cue,
and technical run though.

o

If necessary, the SM choreographs set changes with the stage crew, performers, and/or assistant
stage managers.

o

The SM determines when the house opens, and calls the cues for each show.

o

The SM ensures that all cast members and musicians are at the theatre by their call time.

o

The SM may be asked to assist with the promotion of the show and participate in public activities
outside of the Production in order to help promote SSP and the Production.

o

The SM should not generate his/her own promotional materials (i.e. handbills or posters) for the
Production for distribution.

Who Does the SM Supervise?
o

Cast Members

o

Musicians (at performance venue)

o

Assistant Stage Managers

o

Technicians and other production personnel at theatre

o

Backstage crew
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Music Director (Volunteer)
Working closely with the Director, the Music Director oversees the musical portion of the Production in
order to bring the Director’s vision for the Production to fruition.
PLEASE NOTE: On some productions the responsibilities of the Music Director may be divided amongst a
variety of persons (e.g. Conductor, Co-Music Director, Choral Director, etc.).
What skills should a Music Director have?
o

Strong musical background

o

Possess conducting ability

o

Knowledgeable of musical styles and history

o

Willingness to patiently teach, as SSP uses volunteer musicians

o

Communicate and coordinate effectively with cast members and musicians

o

Understand the realities of working in community theatre

o

Manage people (especially volunteers) in a respectful, courteous and effective manner

How is the Music Director involved with the Production?
o

The Music Director attends all production meetings.

o

The Music Director reviews, studies and researches the score for the Production.

o

The Music Director participates in the auditioning process, as per the Audition Policy (Appendix
A) and makes recommendations to the Director.

o

In consultation with the SM, the Director and the PM, the Music Director schedules music
rehearsals.

o

The Music Director teaches the cast members the Production’s music and prepares principal
performers as necessary.

o

The Music Director leads all music rehearsals.

o

The Music Director conducts all instrumental rehearsals unless the Music Director in conjunction
with the Director has designated another individual to be the Production’s Conductor. If this is
the case, the Conductor will report directly to the Music Director.

o

The Music Director collaborates with the Sound Designer to create the soundscape for the
Production.

o

The Music Director attends rehearsals at key times as designated by the Director with the SM.

o

Should there be a need to talk with a musician about their recent absences or inappropriate
behaviour, it is the responsibility of the Music Director.

o

The Music Director may be asked to assist with the promotion of the show and participate in
public activities outside of the Production in order to help promote SSP and the Production.
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o

The Music Director is not permitted to bring anyone who is not involved with the Production
backstage or to rehearsals without first obtaining permission from the SM.

o

The Music Director should not generate his/her own promotional materials (i.e. handbills or
posters) for the Production for distribution.

Who Does the Music Director Supervise?
o

Conductor (if applicable)

o

Vocal Coach

o

Musicians

o

Cast Members
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Vocal Coach (Volunteer)
Working closely with the Director and the Music Director, the Choral Director/Vocal Coach oversees the
vocal aspects of the Production, in order to bring the Director’s vision for the Production to fruition. This
includes choral work and coaching of soloists, as well as providing support to the cast for any special
speech or dialect requirements.
What skills should a Vocal Coach have?
o

Ability to lead small and large groups

o

Ability to efficiently teach all music in the amount of time given by keeping performers on track
and being prepared for rehearsals

o

Knowledge of music theatre style singing applicable to the selected show

o

Experience leading a choir and working with soloists

o

Knowledge of diction for other languages, depending on the show (eg. Cabaret, German diction
was required)

o

Ability to follow and communicate a set tempo

o

Understand the realities of working in community theatre

o

Manage people (especially volunteers) in a respectful, courteous and effective manner

How is the Vocal Coach involved with the production?
o

Attend auditions instead of, or alongside music director, as needed.

o

Assist in casting, as needed.

o

Become thoroughly familiar with the songs before rehearsals start.

o

Be familiar with the director's vision for the character/scene/song.

o

Discuss tempo and style with Music Director before rehearsals begin.

o

Lead all singing rehearsals.

o

Attend rehearsals for full acts and runs to give notes and lead warm ups.

o

Attend production meetings.

o

Communicate to director/stage manager rehearsal requirements.

o

Communicate to stage manager any conflicts with cast members that arise during rehearsal.

o

Depending on the director, assist in the creation of rehearsal schedule for music rehearsals. Eg.
With x number of rehearsals, how would you like them broken up in terms of vocal selections?

o

Attend shows to lead vocal warm ups, or arrange a cast member to lead these.

o

Delegate songs to assistants and oversee their work.

o

The Vocal Coach may be asked to assist with the promotion of the show and participate in public
activities outside of the Production in order to help promote SSP and the Production.
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o

The Vocal Coach is not permitted to bring anyone who is not involved with the Production
backstage or to rehearsals without first obtaining permission from the SM.

o

The Vocal Coach should not generate his/her own promotional materials (i.e. handbills or posters)
for the Production for distribution.

Who does the Vocal Coach Supervise?
o

Assistant Vocal Coach or assistant Choral Director

o

Cast Members
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Choreographer (Volunteer)
Working closely with the Director, the Choreographer oversees the dancing portion of the Production in
order to bring the Director’s vision for the Production to fruition.
What skills should the Choreographer have?
o

Strong dance background

o

Knowledgeable when it comes to dance styles and history

o

Have a willingness to patiently teach the dances to all cast members as some will not have an
elaborate dance background

o

Communicate and coordinate effectively with cast members

o

Understand the realities of working in community theatre

o

Manage people (especially volunteers) in a respectful, courteous and effective manner

How is the Choreographer involved with the Production?
o

The Choreographer attends all production meetings.

o

The Choreographer develops a short dance audition representative of some of the expected
choreography for the Production.

o

The Choreographer participates in the auditioning process, as per the Audition Policy (Appendix
A).

o

In keeping with the Director’s vision for the Production, the Choreographer develops the
choreography for each dance number and the choreography for other musical numbers.

o

The Choreographer supervises the choreography and instruction by assistant choreographers and
dance captains.

o

In consultation with the SM, the Director and the PM, the Choreographer schedules dance
rehearsals.

o

The Choreographer directs and/or supervises all dance rehearsals.

o

The Choreographer takes the health and safety of all performers into careful consideration in the
development, instruction and performance of all choreography.

o

The Choreographer attends rehearsals at key times as designated by the Director with the SM.

o

The Choreographer may be asked to assist with the promotion of the show and participate in
public activities outside of the Production in order to help promote SSP and the Production.

o

The Choreographer is not permitted to bring anyone who is not involved with the Production
backstage or to rehearsals without first obtaining permission from the SM.

o

The Choreographer should not generate his/her own promotional materials (i.e. handbills or
posters) for the Production for distribution.
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Who Does the Choreographer Supervise?
o

Assistant Choreographers

o

Cast Members
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Set Designer (Volunteer)
The Set Designer works closely with the Director to design the world of the Production. The set design is
one of the strongest elements to convey time and place to the audience and as such is a large piece of the
overall production.
What skills should the Set Designer have?
o

Strong design background, with a working knowledge of applicable design programs, and venue
limitations

o

Knowledge of the costs of construction and ability to work within a budget

o

Place the safety of the cast members, musicians and other SSP volunteers and contractors at the
forefront

o

Understand the realities of working in community theatre

o

Manage people (especially volunteers) in a respectful, courteous and effective manner

How is the Set Designer involved with the Production?
o

The Set Designer attends all production meetings.

o

The Set Designer meets the Director prior to beginning the design process in order to determine
the vision of the Director with regards to the Production. The Set Designer also consults with the
Director, Head of Set Construction, Head of Scenic Painting and Set Finishing, Props Master,
Costume Designer, SM, and Lighting Designer throughout the design process.

o

The Set Designer works within the confines of the pre-determined budget, maintaining excellent
financial records, and providing regular financial updates to the PM.

o

The Set Designer prepares rough sketches (with as much details as possible with regards to
materials used, colours, etc.) or a maquette for the Director to approve.

o

Once the rough sketches have been approved, the Set Designer then goes onto create scale
drawings or representations of the design. Once these are created, the Set Designer should
provide them to the GM. The GM may choose to have the designs reviewed by either a
professional Set Designer or Technical Director (to be determined by SSP) to ensure the safety of
the design. If the professional sees any cause for concern, they will make suggestions of ways to
improve the safety of the set to the Set Designer, the PM and the GM.

o

Once the designs have been reviewed for safety, the Set Designer passes them off to the Head of
Construction who begins building the set pieces. The designs should contain exact dimensions,
and any preferences for materials. A copy of the designs should also be made available to the SM
and PM at the same time.

o

The Set Designer continues to supervise the set design throughout the construction process by
ensuring that the Head of Scenic Painting and Set Finishing, Head of Set Construction, and the
Props Master are remaining true to the design.

o

Once the Production has moved into the theatre, the Set Designer ensures that the finished
product with regards to the set meets the Director’s satisfaction. In consultation with the Director,
alterations may be made if issues arise.
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o

The Set Designer attends rehearsals at key times as designated by the Director with the SM,
including all dress rehearsals and preview performances.

o

The Set Designer may be asked to assist with the promotion of the show and participate in public
activities outside of the Production in order to help promote SSP and the Production.

o

The Set Designer is not permitted to bring anyone who is not involved with the Production
backstage or to rehearsals without first obtaining permission from the SM.

o

The Set Designer should not generate his/her own promotional materials (i.e. handbills or posters)
for the Production for distribution.

Who Does the Set Designer Supervise?
o

Head of Set Construction

o

Head of Scenic Painting and Set Finishing
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Head of Set Construction (Volunteer)
The Head of Set Construction works closely with the Set Designer to build the pre-determined designs for
the Production. The set is one of the strongest elements to convey time and place to the audience and as
such is a large piece of the overall production.
What skills should the Head of Set Construction have?
o

Strong knowledge of building materials, tools of the trade and theatre construction techniques

o

Significant hands-on experience in set construction

o

Well Organized

o

Knowledge of the costs of materials and can work within a budget

o

Places the safety of SSP volunteers at the forefront

o

Understands the realities of working in community theatre

o

Manages people (especially volunteers) in a respectful, courteous and effective manner

How is the Head of Set Construction involved with the Production?
o

The Head of Set Construction attends production meetings whenever possible.

o

Once the set designs have passed a safety review, the Set Designer passes them off to the Head
of Set Construction who begins building the set pieces.

o

The Head of Set Construction develops and maintains a schedule for completion of the various
set pieces.

o

The Head of Set Construction re-uses materials from past SSP sets whenever appropriate.

o

The Head of Set Construction, with permission from the Production Manager, will purchase new
materials whenever necessary in order to complete construction of the set.

o

The Head of Set Construction works within the confines of the pre-determined budget,
maintaining excellent financial records, and providing regular financial updates to the PM.

o

The Head of Set Construction works closely with the Head of Scenic Painting and Set Finishing,
and all other appropriate departments to coordinate the continuation of construction.

o

The Head of Set Construction monitors the quality of the work done by department assistants,
production volunteers, and offers advice and guidance whenever appropriate. Build sets as
needed.

o

Working with the SM, the Head of Set Construction coordinates the move of the set from the
rehearsal venue to the performance venue, ensuring that it is safely assembled and meets the
needs of the Set Designer and the Director. The Head of Set Construction may be asked to make
slight alterations or repairs from time-to-time throughout the run of the Production.

o

The Head of Set Construction attends rehearsals at key times as designated by the Director with
the SM, including all dress rehearsals and preview performances.
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o

The Head of Set Construction may be asked to assist with the promotion of the show and
participate in public activities outside of the Production in order to help promote SSP and the
Production.

o

The Head of Set Construction is not permitted to bring anyone who is not involved with the
Production backstage or to rehearsals without first obtaining permission from the SM.

o

The Head of Set Construction should not generate his/her own promotional materials (i.e.
handbills or posters) for the Production for distribution.

Who Does the Head of Set Construction Supervise?
o

Set Construction Department Assistants and Volunteers
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Head of Scenic Painting and Set Finishing (Volunteer)
The Head of Scenic Painting and Set Finishing works closely with the Set Designer to bring a finished look
to the pre-determined designs for the Production. The set is one of the strongest elements to convey
time and place to the audience and as such is a large piece of the overall production.
What skills should the Head of Scenic Painting and Set Finishing have?
o

Great eye for detail

o

Experience painting for the stage

o

Well organized

o

Knowledge of the costs of materials and can work within a budget

o

Places the safety of SSP volunteers at the forefront

o

Understands the realities of working in community theatre

o

Manages people (especially volunteers) in a respectful, courteous and effective manner

How is the Head of Scenic Painting and Set Finishing involved with the Production?
o

The Head of Scenic Painting and Set Finishing attends production meetings whenever possible.

o

The Set Designer provides detailed drawings and/or a maquette to the Head of Scenic Painting
and Set Finishing who uses this as the blueprint from which to work.

o

The Head of Scenic Painting and Set Finishing will work closely with the Head of Set Construction
to determine timelines. S/he will also work closely with the Props Master to determine which
department will handle creating or purchasing items that could be considered both a prop and
set decoration.

o

The Head of Scenic Painting and Set Finishing develops and maintains a painting schedule referring
to the Head of Construction’s anticipated completion schedule of the various set pieces.

o

The Head of Scenic Painting and Set Finishing re-uses materials from past SSP sets whenever
appropriate.

o

The Head of Scenic Painting and Set Finishing, with permission from the Production Manager, will
purchase new materials whenever necessary in order to complete the scenic painting and
finishing of the set.

o

The Head of Scenic Painting and Set Finishing monitors the quality of the painting done by
department assistants, production volunteers, and offers advice and guidance whenever
appropriate. Paint sets as needed.

o

The Head of Scenic Painting and Set Finishing ensures that the finishing of the set is done to the
satisfaction of the Set Designer and the Director.

o

The Head of Scenic Painting and Set Finishing may be asked to make alterations or repairs from
time-to-time throughout the run of the Production and following the move of the set from the
rehearsal venue to the performance venue.
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o

The Head of Scenic Painting and Set Finishing attends rehearsals at key times as designated by the
Director with the SM, including all dress rehearsals and preview performances.

o

The Head of Scenic Painting and Set Finishing may be asked to assist with the promotion of the
show and participate in public activities outside of the Production in order to help promote SSP
and the Production.

o

The Head of Scenic Painting and Set Finishing is not permitted to bring anyone who is not involved
with the Production backstage or to rehearsals without first obtaining permission from the SM.

o

The Head of Scenic Painting and Set Finishing should not generate his/her own promotional
materials (i.e. handbills or posters) for the Production for distribution.

Who Does the Head of Scenic Painting and Set Finishing Supervise?
o

Scenic Painting and Set Finishing Department Assistants and Volunteers
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Props Master (Volunteer)
The Props Master works closely with the Set Designer to create or source the items that are used by the
cast members during the Production. For our purposes, a prop may be defined as anything that a cast
member touches with their hands on stage. It may also include removable set pieces and draping. Props
are a very big deal for cast members, and as such they often like to have access to them as soon as possible
in the rehearsal process.
What skills should the Props Master have?
o

Great eye for detail

o

Enjoy sourcing or building usual and unusual items

o

Knowledge of the costs of materials and can work within a budget

o

Places the safety of SSP volunteers at the forefront

o

Understands the realities of working in community theatre

o

Manages people (especially volunteers) in a respectful, courteous and effective manner

How is the Props Master involved with the Production?
o

In consultation with the Set Designer, the Head of Scenic Painting and Set Finishing, the SM and
the Director, the Props Master identifies and sources all props required for the Production.

o

The Props Master attends all production meetings.

o

The Props Master will work closely with the Director to determine timelines, and they will also
work closely with the Head of Scenic Painting and Set Finishing to determine which department
will handle creating or purchasing items that could be considered both a prop and set decoration.

o

The Props Master re-uses materials from past SSP productions whenever appropriate.

o

The Props Master works within the confines of the pre-determined budget, maintaining excellent
financial records, and providing regular financial updates to the PM.

o

The Props Master ensures that the props meet the approval of the Director.

o

The Props Master ensures that the props are completed in sufficient time for the cast members
to become accustomed to using them prior to the preview performance.

o

The Props Master is responsible for teaching cast members and the SM the correct usage of the
props.

o

The Props Master attends rehearsals at key times as designated by the Director with the SM,
including all dress rehearsals and preview performances.

o

With the SM, the Props Master coordinates the move of all props from the rehearsal venue to the
performance venue.

o

The Props Master is responsible for maintaining and replenishing the props as necessary
throughout the run of the Production.

o

The Props Master ensures that all borrowed props are returned promptly following the close of
the Production.
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o

The Props Master may be asked to assist with the promotion of the show and participate in public
activities outside of the Production in order to help promote SSP and the Production.

o

The Props Master is not permitted to bring anyone who is not involved with the Production
backstage or to rehearsals without first obtaining permission from the SM.

o

The Props Master should not generate his/her own promotional materials (i.e. handbills or
posters) for the Production for distribution.

Who Does the Props Master Supervise?
o

Prop Department Assistants

o

Cast members and backstage crew handling props at the performance venue
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Lighting Designer (Volunteer)
The Lighting Designer works closely with the Director to illuminate the world of the Production. The
lighting design is one of the key elements that can inform the audience of basic ideas like the time of day,
but it is also a very powerful tool used for setting the tone of the Production.
What skills should the Lighting Designer have?
o

Knowledge of applicable design programs, and venue limitations

o

Knowledge of rental costs for equipment and ability to work within a budget

o

Place the safety of SSP volunteers and contractors at the forefront

o

Understand the realities of working in community theatre

o

Can communicate effectively with Technicians

o

Manage people (especially volunteers) in a respectful, courteous and effective manner

How is the Lighting Designer involved with the Production?
o

The Lighting Designer attends all production meetings.

o

The Lighting Designer meets the Director prior to beginning the design process in order to
determine the vision of the Director with regards to the Production. The Lighting Designer also
consults with the Director, SM, and Set Designer throughout the design process.

o

The Lighting Designer works within the confines of the pre-determined budget, maintaining
excellent financial records, and providing regular financial updates to the PM.

o

The Lighting Designer prepares a general lighting plot (with as much details as possible) for the
Director to approve.

o

Once the general lighting plot has been approved, the Lighting Designer then goes on to create a
detailed lighting plot that can used by the technician(s) and/or venue representative to bring the
Designer’s vision to fruition.

o

The Lighting Designer works closely with venue technicians for installation and setup of lights and
lighting cues.

o

The Lighting Designer may be asked to provide the lighting plot to the GM to have it reviewed by
a professional Lighting Designer or Technical Director (to be determined by SSP), and/or the venue
representative. If there are any causes for concern, the professional or the venue representative
will make suggestions of ways to potentially alter the design to the Lighting Designer, the PM and
the GM.

o

Once the detailed lighting plot has been reviewed and approved, the Lighting Designer passes it
off to the technician(s) and/or venue representative who will bring the Designer’s vision to
fruition. A copy of the detailed lighting plot should also be made available to the SM and the PM.

o

The Lighting Designer attends rehearsals at key times as designated by the Director with the SM,
including tech days in the venue, cue-to-cue, technical run, dress rehearsals and preview
performances.
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o

The Lighting Designer may be asked to assist with the promotion of the show and participate in
public activities outside of the Production in order to help promote SSP and the Production.

o

The Lighting Designer is not permitted to bring anyone who is not involved with the Production
backstage or to rehearsals without first obtaining permission from the SM.

o

The Lighting Designer should not generate his/her own promotional materials (i.e. handbills or
posters) for the Production for distribution.

Who Does the Lighting Designer Supervise?
o

Venue technicians

o

Assistant Lighting Designers
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Sound Designer (Volunteer)
The Sound Designer works closely with the Director to create the supplementary soundscape for the
Production. While the musical needs for the production are the responsibility of the Music Director,
additional audio needs (e.g. the sound of a phone ringing) are within the Sound Designer’s scope of
responsibilities.
What skills should the Sound Designer have?
o

Knowledge of applicable design programs, and venue limitations

o

Knowledge of rental costs for technical equipment and ability to work within a budget

o

Place the safety of SSP volunteers and contractors at the forefront

o

Understand the realities of working in community theatre

o

Can communicate effectively with Technicians

o

Manage people (especially volunteers) in a respectful, courteous and effective manner

How is the Sound Designer involved with the Production?
o

The Sound Designer attends all production meetings.

o

The Sound Designer meets the Director prior to beginning the design process in order to
determine the vision of the Director with regards to the Production. The Sound Designer also
consults with the Director, and SM throughout the design process.

o

The Sound Designer works within the confines of the pre-determined budget, maintaining
excellent financial records, and providing regular financial updates to the PM.

o

The Sound Designer will work closely with the Music Director and the SM to determine which
department will handle creating certain sound cues.

o

The Sound Designer will create and source all necessary sound cues for the Production and will
provide all necessary cues to the SM in a timely fashion in a format that has been deemed
acceptable by the performance venue.

o

The Sound Designer attends rehearsals at key times as designated by the Director with the SM,
including tech days in the venue, cue-to-cue, technical run, dress rehearsals and preview
performances. The Sound Designer should be prepared to make changes to the soundscape
throughout the rehearsal process.

o

The Sound Designer works closely with technicians for the programming of sound cues.

o

The Sound Designer may be asked to assist with the promotion of the show and participate in
public activities outside of the Production in order to help promote SSP and the Production.

o

The Sound Designer is not permitted to bring anyone who is not involved with the Production
backstage or to rehearsals without first obtaining permission from the SM.

o

The Sound Designer should not generate his/her own promotional materials (i.e. handbills or
posters) for the Production for distribution.
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Who Does the Sound Designer Supervise?
o

Venue technicians

o

Assistant Sound Designers
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Costume Designer (Volunteer)
The Costume Designer works closely with the Director to design the garments for the Production. The
costumes should strongly communicate time and place to the audience, and as such play a significant role
in the Production.
What skills should the Costume Designer have?
o

Strong design background, and a knowledge of applicable design programs

o

Knowledge of the costs of materials and ability to work within a budget

o

Place the safety of SSP volunteers and contractors at the forefront

o

Understand the realities of working in community theatre

o

Manage people (especially volunteers) in a respectful, courteous and effective manner

How is the Costume Designer involved with the Production?
o

The Costume Designer attends all production meetings.

o

The Costume Designer meets the Director prior to beginning the design process in order to
determine the vision of the Director with regards to the Production. The Costume Designer also
consults with the Director, Choreographer, Head of Wardrobe, Hair and Make-up Designer, Set
Designer and SM throughout the design process to ensure that the costumes are consistent with
the Director’s vision and the movement that is required of the cast members.

o

The Costume Designer works within the confines of the pre-determined budget, maintaining
excellent financial records, and providing regular financial updates to the PM.

o

After researching and developing costume concepts and options, the Costume Designer prepares
costume renderings (with as much details as possible with regards to materials used, colours, etc.)
for the Director to approve.

o

The Costume Designer works closely with the Head of Wardrobe who builds the costume pieces.
The costume designs forwarded to the Head of Wardrobe should contain exact dimensions, and
any preferences for materials whenever possible. A copy of the designs should also be made
available to the SM and PM at the same time.

o

The Costume Designer continues to be involved with the costume design throughout the
construction process by: scheduling body measurements with cast members (via the SM),
overseeing and participating in the construction of the costumes, purchasing materials, pulling
previously used costumes from the SSP costume library, and attending all costume fittings (to be
scheduled via the SM).

o

Once the Production has moved into the theatre, the Costume Designer ensures that the finished
production with regards to the costumes meets the Director’s satisfaction, making alterations
with the assistance of the Head of Wardrobe when needed.

o

The Costume Designer attends rehearsals at key times as designated by the Director with the SM,
including all dress rehearsals and preview performances.

o

The Costume Designer teaches Cast Members and Dressers correct usage to assemble and
maintain their costumes.
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o

Following the close of the Production, the Costume Designer ensures that all costumes are
cleaned and returned to either the SSP Costume Library or to other organization(s) from which
they were borrowed in a timely fashion.

o

The Costume Designer is not authorized to sell any SSP property, including any garments that
were purchased or constructed for the production without obtaining prior approval from the GM
via the PM. Once the Costume Designer has been granted permission to sell the items, the
Costume Designer will determine the price, and all of the funds raised will be returned back to
SSP. Cast and production team members will be given the first opportunity to purchase the items.

o

The Costume Designer may be asked to assist with the promotion of the show and participate in
public activities outside of the Production in order to help promote SSP and the Production.

o

The Costume Designer is not permitted to bring anyone who is not involved with the Production
backstage or to rehearsals without first obtaining permission from the SM.

o

The Costume Designer should not generate his/her own promotional materials (i.e. handbills or
posters) for the Production for distribution.

Who Does the Costume Designer Supervise?
o

Head of Wardrobe

o

Costume Department Assistants
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Head of Wardrobe (Volunteer)
The Head of Wardrobe works closely with the Costume Designer to construct and coordinate the garments
for the Production. The costumes should strongly communicate time and place to the audience, and as
such play a significant role in the Production.
What skills should the Head of Wardrobe have?
o

Strong knowledge of fabrics and materials

o

Significant background in costume construction and sewing

o

Knowledge of the costs of materials and can work within a budget

o

Places the safety of SSP volunteers at the forefront

o

Understands the realities of working in community theatre

o

Manages people (especially volunteers) in a respectful, courteous and effective manner

How is the Head of Wardrobe involved with the Production?
o

The Head of Wardrobe works closely with the Costume Designer to ensure that the vision of the
Director is brought to life with regards to the costumes.

o

The Head of Wardrobe assists the Costume Designer in locating costumes to borrow as necessary.

o

The Head of Wardrobe attends production meetings whenever possible.

o

The Head of Wardrobe attends all costume fittings.

o

The Head of Wardrobe purchases the items requested by the Costume Designer.

o

With the SM, the Head of Wardrobe plans and supervises the moving of the costumes from the
rehearsal venue to the performance venue.

o

The Head of Wardrobe attends all dress rehearsals and works with the Costume Designer to
facilitate repairs to costumes as necessary.

o

The Head of Wardrobe is responsible for costume maintenance (including cleaning) throughout
the run of the Production.

o

The Head of Wardrobe monitors costume quick changes and ensures Dressers are available as
necessary.

o

The Head of Wardrobe reports any and all costume-related issues throughout the run of the
Production to the Costume Designer and the SM.

o

The Head of Wardrobe may be asked to assist with the promotion of the show and participate in
public activities outside of the Production in order to help promote SSP and the Production.

o

The Head of Wardrobe is not permitted to bring anyone who is not involved with the Production
backstage or to rehearsals without first obtaining permission from the SM.

o

The Head of Wardrobe should not generate his/her own promotional materials (i.e. handbills or
posters) for the Production for distribution.
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Who Does the Head of Wardrobe Supervise?
o

Costume Department Assistants
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Hair and Make-Up Designer (Volunteer)
The Hair and Make-Up Designer works closely with the Director to design the hair and make-up for the
Production. The hair and make-up of the performers is an extension of the costumes and as such should
strongly communicate time and place to the audience.
What skills should the Hair and Make-Up Designer have?
o

Hands-on experience creating unique looks with hair and make-up for the stage

o

Knowledge of the costs of materials and ability to work within a budget

o

Place the safety of the cast members and other SSP volunteers and contractors at the forefront

o

Understand the realities of working in community theatre

o

Manage people (especially volunteers) in a respectful, courteous and effective manner

How is the Hair and Make-Up Designer involved with the Production?
o

The Hair and Make-Up Designer attends all production meetings.

o

The Hair and Make-Up Designer meets the Director prior to beginning the design process in order
to determine the vision of the Director with regards to the Production, taking into consideration
the time period, the character descriptions, the limitations of the performance venue. The Hair
and Make-Up Designer also consults with the Director, Choreographer, Costume Designer, and
SM throughout the design process to ensure that the hair and make-up designs are consistent
with the Director’s vision and the movement that is required of the cast members.

o

The Hair and Make-Up Designer works within the confines of the pre-determined budget,
maintaining excellent financial records, and providing regular financial updates to the PM.

o

After researching and developing hair and make-up concepts and options, the Hair and Make-Up
Designer prepares renderings (with as much details as possible with regards to materials used,
colours, etc.) for the Director to approve.

o

The Hair and Make-Up Designer reviews the SSP current stock of supplies and then purchases any
other materials that may be necessary.

o

Whenever possible, the Hair and Make-Up Designer will teach cast members how to apply their
own make-up and style their own hair in preparation of the Production.

o

Working with the SM, the Hair and Make-Up Designer will determine the call schedule for cast
members for each performance.

o

The Hair and Make-Up Designer oversees the application of make-up on the performers as well
as any necessary hair-styling.

o

The Hair and Make-Up Designer attends rehearsals at key times as designated by the Director
with the SM, including all dress rehearsals and preview performances.

o

Following the close of the Production, the Hair and Make-Up Designer ensures that all left- over
supplies are cleaned and returned to either the SSP Costume Library or to whatever organization
from which they were borrowed in a timely fashion.
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o

The Hair and Make-Up Designer may be asked to assist with the promotion of the show and
participate in public activities outside of the Production in order to help promote SSP and the
Production.

o

The Hair and Make-Up Designer is not permitted to bring anyone who is not involved with the
Production backstage or to rehearsals without first obtaining permission from the SM.

o

The Hair and Make-Up Designer should not generate his/her own promotional materials (i.e.
handbills or posters) for the Production for distribution.

Who Does the Hair and Make-Up Designer Supervise?
o

Hair and Make-Up Department Assistants
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Front of House Manager (Volunteer)
The Front of House Manager (FOH Manager) is responsible for all activities in the house, foyer and
immediate grounds of the performance venue including: refreshment distribution (when administered by
SSP), sales tables in the foyer, audience safety, lobby displays, and coat checks (when administered by
SSP).
PLEASE NOTE: Some venues that host SSP productions, provide front of house support including volunteer
ushers. If this is the case, the responsibilities of the FOH Manager will be reduced accordingly. The PM
will discuss the responsibility reduction with the FOH Manager so that s/he has a clear idea of the scope
of his/her responsibilities.
What skills should the Front of House Manager have?
o

Excellent at dealing with the public

o

Work within a budget

o

Place the safety of SSP patrons at the forefront

o

Understand the realities of working in community theatre

o

Manage people (especially volunteers) in a respectful, courteous and effective manner

How is the Front of House Manager involved with the Production?
o

The FOH Manager should place the safety of the audience at the forefront. The FOH Manager
should know:

o

which persons in the building are trained in first aid and CPR

o

be aware of where the first aid kit is located within the building, and if one is not located in the
building, the FOH Manager should assemble one

o

know the facility’s evacuation plan in the event of a fire and communicate it to all applicable
personnel

o

The FOH Manager attends all production meetings.

o

The FOH Manager ensures that the house, the foyer, and washrooms are maintained, cleaned,
and secured in accordance with any applicable fire and safety codes.

o

The FOH Manager works within the confines of the pre-determined budget, maintaining excellent
financial records, and providing regular financial updates to the PM.

o

The FOH Manager manages audience traffic before, during and after each performance.

o

The FOH Manager ensures tickets are collected, programs are distributed and audience members
are seated comfortably.

o

The FOH Manager coordinates the assembly of the Production’s “Bio Board.”

o

The FOH Manager will liaise with the SM for the timing of curtain at the beginning of each
performance and following each intermission.
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o

The FOH Manager will ensure that the audience is warned of the use of any language, content or
special effects (e.g. fog machine, flashing/strobe lights) that may be offensive.

o

The FOH works with Volunteer Coordinator to recruit, train, and supervise volunteer ushers and
refreshment personnel as necessary.

o

The FOH Manager attends rehearsals at key times as designated by the Director with the SM,
including all dress rehearsals and preview performances.

o

The FOH Manager may be asked to assist with the promotion of the show and participate in public
activities outside of the Production in order to help promote SSP and the Production.

o

The FOH Manager is not permitted to bring anyone who is not involved with the Production
backstage or to rehearsals without first obtaining permission from the SM.

o

The FOH Manager should not generate his/her own promotional materials (i.e. handbills or
posters) for the Production for distribution.

Who Does the Front of House Manager Supervise?
o

Ushers (if SSP volunteers)

o

Refreshment Personnel (depending on the venue)
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Cast Members (Volunteer)
Cast Members are most often the face of SSP as they are what the public sees, hears and develops an
emotional connection without throughout each performance.
What skills should the Cast Member have?
o

Can act, sing and/or dance

o

Take direction well and are open to new ideas

o

Demonstrate their commitment to the Production by attending scheduled rehearsals and coming
prepared

o

Provide assistance to Production Team (if possible)

o

Understand the realities of working in community theatre

o

Treat others in a respectful, courteous and effective manner

How are Cast Members involved with the Production?
o

All Cast Members must sign and adhere to the Cast Policy (Appendix C) and Code of Conduct
(Appendix D).

o

Cast Members come to all scheduled rehearsals for which they are called, being well-prepared
and ready to work. This includes: being prepared to start at the designated rehearsal start time;
bringing their scripts, appropriate music, dance appropriate clothing and shoes, and any other
necessary items.

o

Cast Members must follow all rehearsal rules and procedures as outline by the SM, the Director,
the Music Director and the Choreographer.

o

If a Cast Member is going to be late or unable to attend a rehearsal (that was not previously
indicated on his/her audition form), the Cast Member must inform the SM immediately.

o

Cast Members are expected to treat all props, costumes, and set materials with respect which
means not touching anything that isn’t used or worn by your character and returning anything
that is assigned to your character to its proper place in a timely fashion.

o

Cast Members are expected to treat rehearsal and performance spaces with respect which means
assisting with tidying up, and adhering to the rules of the facility.

o

The success of our productions rely on volunteers helping out both on- and off-stage. Cast
Members are encouraged to provide assistance in various production departments (contact PM),
during setup at the theatre or helping out at backstage (contact SM).

o

All Cast Members are expected to assist with the load-out of the rehearsal venue and the load-in
of the performance venue prior to the Production, as well as the load-out of the performance
venue following the completion of the Production.

o

Cast Members may be asked to assist with the promotion of the show and participate in public
activities outside of the Production in order to help promote SSP and the Production to the public.

o

Cast Members are not permitted to bring anyone who is not involved with the Production
backstage or to rehearsals without first obtaining permission from the SM.
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o

While Cast Members are encouraged to promote the Production by hanging up posters,
distributing handbills, etc., Cast Members should not generate their own promotional materials
(i.e. handbills or posters) for distribution.

Who Are Cast Members Responsible To?
Cast Members are responsible to various people at different times which can be tricky to track. Ultimately
they are responsible to the Director for all things artistic and the SM for all things practical and logistical.
During rehearsals for the Production, Cast Members are responsible to the Director, Music Director,
Choreographer and SM for punctual attendance at rehearsals, learning their roles, music and
choreography.
During the run of the Production, Cast Members are responsible to the SM in all areas.
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Musicians (Volunteer)
Volunteer Musicians are a relatively new thing for SSP, so we are still learning what exactly their role is
within the world of SSP, but the contribution that they make is an extremely valuable one as their music
fills the performance venue.
What skills should the Musicians have?
o

Skilled at playing one or more instruments

o

Take direction well

o

Demonstrate their commitment to the Production by attending scheduled rehearsals and coming
prepared

o

Understand the realities of working in community theatre

o

Treat others in a respectful, courteous and effective manner

How are the Musicians involved with the Production?
o

Musicians come to all scheduled rehearsals for which they are called, being well-prepared and
ready to work. This includes: being prepared to start at the designated rehearsal start time;
bringing their appropriate music, and any other necessary items.

o

Musicians must follow all rehearsal rules and procedures as outline by the Music Director.

o

If a Musician is going to be late or unable to attend a rehearsal (that was not previously indicated
on his/her audition form), the Musician must inform the Music Director immediately.

o

Musicians are expected to treat all props, costumes, and set materials with respect which means
not touching anything that isn’t used or worn by you and returning anything that is assigned to
you to its proper place in a timely fashion.

o

Musicians are expected to treat rehearsal and performance spaces with respect which means
assisting with tidying up, and adhering to the rules of the facility.

o

Musicians are not permitted to bring anyone who is not involved with the Production backstage
or to rehearsals without first obtaining permission from the SM.

o

While it is not a pre-requirement of Musicians, if they are available and interested in assisting
production departments, they should inform the PM who will ensure that they are placed in the
proper department.

o

All Musicians are expected to assist with the load-out of the rehearsal venue and the load-in of
the performance venue prior to the Production, as well as the load-out of the performance venue
following the completion of the Production.

o

Musicians may be asked to assist with the promotion of the show and participate in public
activities outside of the Production in order to help promote SSP and the Production to the public.

o

While Musicians are encouraged to promote the Production by hanging up posters, distributing
handbills, etc., Musicians should not generate their own promotional materials (i.e. handbills or
posters) for distribution.
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Who Are the Musicians Responsible To?

Musicians are responsible to various people at different times which can be tricky to track. Ultimately
they are responsible to the Music Director for all things artistic and the SM for all things practical and
logistical.
During rehearsals for the Production, Musicians are responsible to the Music Director for punctual
attendance and learning music.
During the run of the Production, Musicians are responsible to the SM in all areas with the exception of
the execution of the music, and for that they are responsible to the Music Director.
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Frequently Asked Questions
What do I do if I have to buy something for an SSP production?
If you are a Department Head, you need to have the approval of the PM prior to making any production
related purchases.
If you are an Assistant or Cast Member, you need to have permission from the appropriate Department
Head prior to making any production related purchases.
Every PM manages the production budget differently, so it is up to each PM to determine which method
they would like production personnel to use prior to making purchases. Some may want to see an
itemized budget from each Department Head at the start of the process, while others may give
Department Heads a budget, and not ask for further clarification. Whatever method is determined by the
PM, is to be followed by all production personnel.
If you do NOT receive approval from the PM before making the purchase, you may NOT be reimbursed.
When making a purchase related to SSP, please do the following:
Step 1: Receive approval from the appropriate person.
Step 2: Make the purchase. GET A RECEIPT.
Step 3: Submit a completed Expense Form (Appendix E) with applicable receipts to the PM.
Step 4: The PM will review and submit the Expense Form to the GM for reimbursement.
Step 5: The GM will issue payment within 14 days of receiving the Expense Form from the PM.
Can one person fill more than one position?
Yes and no. There are limitations to what can be done, for example, according to the audition policy
(Appendix A), the Director, the Music Director, and/or the Producer (Production Manager) are not
permitted to be cast members.
That said, there are times when production roles can be filled by the same person. For example, the
Costume Designer could also be the Head of Wardrobe on smaller productions or a Cast Member could
also be the Head of Scenic Painting & Set Finishing.
Which positions have assistants?
SSP is committed to offering learning opportunities for those who are passionate about theatre, but lack
experience. Because of this, we strongly encourage every department to have assistants. The Volunteer
Coordinator will assist with recruitment if no one has previously indicated an interest.
Some departments will clearly need assistants (e.g. costume department), but others may seem less
obvious (e.g. sound design). We encourage you to look for opportunities to involve less experienced, but
eager volunteers whenever possible. The more support and knowledge we can make available for our
volunteers, the better our shows will be and the stronger we will be as an organization.
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Why are there no descriptions for the assistant positions?
There are no assistant descriptions because it is really up to each department head to determine what
responsibilities they would like to delegate to their assistants.
How do I go about getting assistants to help with my department?
If you would like to recruit some assistants for your department, please contact the PM.
Where do we rehearse/perform/build?
SSP has a storage property in Dalmeny that is suitable to be used for set construction, and an
administrative office at Studio 914. When it comes to rehearsal and performance spaces we rent different
facilities around the Saskatoon area.
Our annual summer productions take place at the Remai Arts Centre at 100 Spadina Crescent East. All
other production venues may change from year to year, and our rehearsal venues also change for each
production.
How do I deal with behaviour from another SSP volunteer or employee that I feel is inappropriate?
The SSP Board of Directors has approved an organization wide Code of Conduct (Appendix D) that all SSP
employees and volunteers are expected to sign and abide by. We ask that you go through the following
steps if you have a complaint.
1. Inform your Department Head and/or the SM.
2. If the issue is not resolved to your satisfaction, please inform the PM.
3. If the issue is not resolved to your satisfaction, please inform the GM.
4. If the issue is not resolved to your satisfaction, please inform the Board of Directors.
Who gets free tickets and when?
Production team members, cast and musicians on an SSP production receive 2 complimentary tickets to
the private preview performance for the summer production (or selected performances for the fall and
winter productions).
Production volunteers and assistants who volunteer more than 6 hours on an SSP production receive 1
complimentary ticket to the private preview performance for the summer production (or selected
performances for the fall and winter productions). A second complimentary ticket may be given
depending the total number of hours worked and on ticket availability as determined by the General
Manager for each production. Their supervisors should keep careful track of the number of hours the
volunteers and assistants have worked.
Complimentary tickets will be distributed by the Volunteer Coordinator a minimum of 2 weeks prior to
the performance.
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Who do I call if I am going to be late/unable to attend a rehearsal/production meeting?
If you are going to be late or unable to attend a rehearsal, please contact the SM.
If you are going to be late or unable to attend a production meeting, please contact the PM.

What if I am being asked to do something that is unsafe?
If you are being asked to do something that you feel is unsafe, you have every right to refuse to do it and
we strongly encourage you to do so. You should express your concerns to your department head, the SM,
the PM, the GM, and/or the Board of Directors. SSP is committed to ensuring the safety of all of our
volunteers, and we strongly encourage you to take your own safety and the safety of those around you
just as seriously.
For more information on maintaining a safe work environment, we encourage you to visit this website:
http://www.saskatchewan.ca/work/safety-in-the-workplace
What do I do if I am contacted by a member of the media or if I have a good idea for publicity for the
Production?
Publicity for shows is the responsibility of the GM, and as such, you should send all interview requests
that you receive from the media directly to the GM. If you have an idea for promoting the show, you can
also send that directly to the GM, but rest-assured that our publicity plan is well-thought out.
When can I access the performance venue?
We have set times that we are permitted to access the performance venue, and department heads should
always inform the PM of when they would like to be in the facility prior to showing up otherwise you may
not be granted entry. We are renting the facility, but it still belongs to someone else so we have to respect
the agreed upon terms between the venue and SSP.
Why do I need to be a member of SSP to participate in a production?
There are a large number of expenses associated with mounting productions of this magnitude and
running a non-profit organization like SSP. What we collect in membership fees is the equivalent of a small
sponsorship, so it has a significant impact on our overall budget as an organization. In addition to other
expenses, membership fees help cover the cost of insurance for all of the volunteers who work with SSP.
And last, but not least, the more members we have, the stronger we are as an organization.
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